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Be Ready
Get ready and stay ready with Pure Performance, Education, and
Knowledge (PEAK). Technical knowledge, documentation, and
certifications build skills and knowledge so your storage stays
modern, flexible, and easy to manage. Then, answer your tough
questions through the PEAK Community. Enable your modern data
experience with Pure through PEAK education, knowledge,
community, and certifications today.

Education

PEAK Education Journey

Get the most value and fastest adoption possible from your Pure products.
PEAK Education helps you develop skills and knowledge quickly and easily,
when and where you choose. Learn how to use Pure’s leading-edge
technology to ensure that your storage stays modern, flexible, and easy to
manage.

PEAK Knowledge
Get technical information when and where you need it. PEAK Knowledge
extends the value of our education with Purity Alerts, Release Notes, User
Guides, Best Practice, Performance Tips, Upgrading, and other information
about your Pure Storage solution.

Community
Connect with like-minded storage professionals through the PEAK
Community. Fix problems quickly and find creative new ways to use
features to save you time and energy, and to maximize your investment in
Pure.

Please contact your Channel Partner for education pricing information. On-demand courses, PEAK Knowledge and
PEAK Community are free with Pure Evergreen Storage.

Certifications
Get the credit you deserve with PEAK certifications. Pure Storage Certifications highlight competence, proficiency, knowledge,
and career commitment. As a certified professional, you are your organization’s best asset to realize the modern data
experience.
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How Pure PEAK Education Delivers Training
Education is available when and where you choose, offering both on-demand and classroom training with hands-on labs,
delivered by expert Pure instructors.
Note: Due to COVID-19, all instructor-led training is only available virtually.

Virtual Instructor-led Training
Our real-time, virtual instructor-led training (vILT) delivers the same content
as our classroom instruction, without the need for travel or time out of
office. vILT recreates the traditional classroom learning experience with:
• Live, interactive sessions with a Pure-certified instructor.
• Hands-on labs and demonstrations

Instructor-Led Training (In-Person)
We can deliver classroom instruction (ILT) at one of our centers or at your
location. To learn more, contact your channel partner for more
information.
• Private classroom training: Book any course at a selected Pure
Learning center as a private class and personalize it to fit your
organization’s needs.
• Private on-site instruction: Our instructors can travel to your site or
choice of venue to facilitate a course in our catalog, or a custom
course tailored to your organization.
• Public classroom instruction: We periodically offer courses for
individual learners to attend. Public instructor-led classes may be
hosted at Pure Storage training centers, at regional public venues, or
onsite at a private organization.

On-Demand eLearning
Select courses are available online to reduce travel, time and expenses
through the Pure Learning Management System (LMS). We offer an
extensive portfolio of online courses. Our on-demand eLearning is
offered free as part of your Evergreen Storage and can be accessed
through the learning paths outlined in this document.
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Certification at Pure Storage
Pure Storage certification enables technical professionals to obtain industry-wide recognition of their skills and expertise with
Pure products. You can earn certifications from a comprehensive range of specializations.
Our partner, PSI Exams, delivers Pure-proctored certification exams. Certifications are valid for two years from the exam date.
Visit Pure Certifications to learn more about certification, prerequisites, and preparation resources.
Review a certification to see suggestions on how to prepare for the exam.

Associate Certifications
Foundation exams set a baseline and help you establish the groundwork for additional designations and
certifications.
Admin Associate

Certification Offered: Pure Storage Administration Associate

Exam ID: PCADA_001

The Administration Associate Exam measures proficiency in basic management of the Pure
Storage array. This exam helps to validate the knowledge, skills, and abilities required of

(PS/Partners, Customers)
eLT— Complete

successful Pure Storage Administrators at the Associate level. Successful candidates are
customers, partners, or Pure employees who have at least 3 months of experience with
Pure Storage Administration experience. Successful candidates have a general knowledge
of offerings such as FlashArray™ and FlashBlade®, as well as familiarity with Pure1®, Purity
OS, storage fundamentals, and Evergreen™ Storage program.
Exam topics:

•

Administration

•

Monitoring

•

Troubleshooting

•

Data recovery

Implementation

Certification Offered: Pure Storage Implementation Associate

Associate

The Implementation Associate Exam establishes the foundation for an Implementation

Exam ID: PCIA_001

Engineer to plan, configure, and install FlashArray utilizing best practices. This exam helps
to validate the knowledge, skills, and abilities required of successful Pure Storage

(PS/Partners, Customers)
eLT – Complete

Implementation Engineers at the Associate level. Successful candidates are Pure Storage
employees or partners who have one to three years of storage industry experience and
three to six months of Pure product experience. They have familiarity with basic installation
CLI commands, Purity features, FlashArray architecture, and GUI. Utilizing supporting
documents, successful candidates should be involved in the hardware and software
installation and capacity addition of FlashArray.
Exam topics:

•

Administration

•

Monitoring

•

Troubleshooting
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Support Associate

Certification Offered: Pure Storage Support Associate

Exam ID: PCSA_001

The Support Associate Exam establishes the foundation for a Support Engineer to provide
first-call customer support for Pure products and services. This exam helps to validate the

(PS/Partners, Customers)
eLT – Complete

knowledge, skills, and abilities required of successful Support Engineers at the Associate
level. Successful candidates are support professionals within an ASO/ASP and have at least
three to six months of experience working with the Pure support team. Successful
candidates know customer environments and have general knowledge of Pure Storage
products, support terminology, and support processes.
Exam topics:

• Discovery
• Planning
• Design
• Support
• Monitoring

Portworx Certified

Certification Offered: Portworx Certified Administrator (PCA)

Administrator (PCA)

Get a deep dive into advanced Kubernetes concepts that apply to Portworx's cloud-native

Exam ID: N/A

storage. This learning path takes a closer look at Portworx deployment on Kubernetes as
well as Portworx Architecture. It describes how to implement security, configure backups,

(PS/Partners, Customers)
eLT – Complete

perform migration and Disaster Recovery (DR), and configure logging and monitoring in
Portworx. Additional topics, such as performance tuning, troubleshooting, and licensing are
also included.
Exam topics:

• Portworx Systems Administration
• Deploy StatefulSets on Kubernetes with Persistent Storage
• Setup Disaster Recovery features on Kubernetes
• Deploy a Container Native Storage Solution on Kubernetes
• Configure Backups of Volumes on Kubernetes
• Deploy Logging and Monitoring Solution for Portworx on Kubernetes
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Professional Certification
Demonstrate expertise in delivering fast and reliable FlashArray solutions that unlock business value and eliminate
deployment risk.
FlashArray
Implementation
Professional

Certification Offered: Pure Storage Implementation Professional - FlashArray
The FlashArray Implementation Professional exam is designed for Pure Storage customers,
employees, and partners who plan, install, configure, and upgrade FlashArray products. This
exam helps to validate the knowledge, skills, and abilities required of successful Pure

Exam ID: FAIP_002

Storage FlashArray Implementation Engineers at the Professional level. Successful

(PS/Partners, Customers)

candidates are implementation professionals with three to five years of storage industry

ILT/vILT

experience and 12 to 18 months of Pure Storage experience. Successful candidates are
familiar with Purity OS, FlashArray, and GUI. They are involved in the hardware and software
installation and upgrade of FlashArray.
Exam topics:

• Pre-install
• Install
• Upgrade
• Post-install/Upgrade
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Training at Pure Storage
Course Offerings
Pure Storage

•

Pure Storage Fundamentals

FlashArray

•
•
•
•
•

FlashArray Admin
FlashArray Foundations
FlashArray Implementation
FlashArray Support
FlashArray Dark Site

FlashBlade

•
•
•
•
•

FlashBlade Admin
FlashBlade Foundations
FlashBlade Implementation
FlashBlade Support
FlashBlade Dark Site

Portworx

• Portworx PCA
• Portworx Fundamentals

Pure Storage Overview
Pure Fundamentals Learning Path
Overview: The Pure Fundamentals Learning Path explores our wide variety of technologies that helped shape our
products for the modern data experience. This learning path consists of four courses: Storage Overview, Administration,
Monitoring, and Data Recovery.

Course Description: This learning path is designed to provide a basic understanding of the technologies and
philosophies behind our products by diving into topics such as storage fundamentals and an overview of our
Evergreen™ Storage experience. Learn how Pure products deliver seamless storage and data recovery with our Purity
Operating Environment and Pure1® software that enables data-storage management and monitoring. Get to know what
storage resources are available to drive your business.

Program Pricing: Included as part of your Evergreen subscription.

Modality: This course is available on-demand only.
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FlashArray™

FlashArray Foundations
Pure Storage Foundations Learning Path
Overview: The FlashArray Foundations Learning Path provides System Administrators at new customer
organizations with knowledge, practical experience, and step-by-step procedures to effectively manage Pure
Storage FlashArrays. Our flexible self-paced training program builds skills and knowledge in the use of our
technology. Get the most from FlashArray and maximize your technology investments—all at your pace and on your
schedule.

Course Description: Learn to use FlashArray, the first all-flash, 100% NVMe shared accelerated storage
designed for mainstream enterprise deployments. Become fully trained in basic array functionality, data
administration, efficient infrastructure, feature management, and basic troubleshooting.

Program Pricing: Contact your Channel Partner for more information.
Modality: This course is available via in-classroom (contact

Duration: ILT / 1-2 days I vILT / 1 day

AE/SE for availability), vClassroom, or on-demand.

(6 hours) I On-demand / 6 hours

FlashArray Administration
Pure Storage FlashArray Administration Learning Path
Overview: The FlashArray Administration Course provides administrators with knowledge, practical experience,
and step-by-step procedures to effectively manage Pure Storage arrays.

Course Description: This course provides an overview of the latest FlashArray//X hardware. Participate in
instruction with in-depth explanations that go beyond the basics. Learn how Purity software delivers best-in-class
performance and data reduction and how easy it is to manage FlashArray//X using Purity GUI, CLI, API plug-ins, and
Pure1. Adjust the course duration to suit your needs.

Program Pricing: Contact your Channel Partner for more information.
Modality: This course is available via in-classroom (contact

Duration: ILT / 1-2 days I vILT / 1 day

AE/SE for availability), vClassroom, or on-demand.

(6 hours) I On-demand / 6 hours
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FlashArray Support
Pure Storage FlashArray Support Learning Path
Overview: The FlashArray Support Course provides support professionals with knowledge, practical experience,
and step-by-step procedures to effectively support Pure Storage arrays.

Course Description: By completing this course you will gain practical knowledge through hands-on learning and
instruction with in-depth explanations that go beyond the basics. Graduates of this course will learn support
terminology, support processes, and develop the knowledge, skills, and abilities required to support Pure products.

Program Pricing: Contact your Channel Partner for more information.
Modality: This course is available via in-classroom (contact

Duration: ILT / 2 days I vILT / 3 days

AE/SE for availability), vClassroom, or *on-demand.

(5 hours per day) I *On-demand / Call

FlashArray Dark Site
Pure Storage FlashArray Dark Site Learning Path
Overview: The FlashArray Dark Site Administration course prepares dark site administrators to configure, monitor,
and troubleshoot an array. Training lectures, videos, and hands-on workshops are provided by Pure training experts

Course Description: Successful completion of this training means that administrators access privileged
troubleshooting tools, documentation, and elevated permissions on the FlashArray. Administrators develop
expertise in the management, monitoring, and troubleshooting of arrays without connecting to a public network for
Phone Home.

Program Pricing: Contact your Channel Partner for more information.
Modality: This course is available via in-classroom (contact

Duration: ILT / 2 days I vILT / 3 days

AE/SE for availability), vClassroom, or *on-demand.

(5 hours per day) I *On-demand / Call
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FlashBlade®

FlashBlade Foundations
Pure Storage FlashBlade Foundations Learning Path
Overview: Our flexible self-paced training builds skills and knowledge in the use of our technology. Get the most
out of Pure FlashBlade and maximize your investment in Pure Storage. All at your pace and on your schedule.

Course Description: Designed to consolidate complex data silos, FlashBlade is the industry’s most advanced
solution for file and object storage. Gain practical knowledge with in-depth explanations that go beyond the basics.
Graduates of this course apply basic information to become fully trained in basic array functionality, data
administration, efficient infrastructure, feature management.

Program Pricing: Included as part of your Evergreen subscription.
Modality: This course is available via in-classroom (contact

Duration: ILT / 1-2 days I vILT / 1 day

AE/SE for availability), vClassroom, or on-demand.

(6 hours) I On-demand / 2-3 hours

FlashBlade Administration
Pure Storage FlashBlade Administration Learning Path
Overview: The FlashBlade Administration Course provides administrators with knowledge, practical experience,
and step-by-step procedures to effectively manage FlashBlade.

Course Description: This course provides a deep understanding of the latest version of FlashBlade. Participate
in instruction with in-depth explanations that go beyond the basics. Learn how Purity software delivers best-inclass performance and data reduction and how easy it is to manage FlashBlade using Purity GUI, CLI, API plug-ins,
and Pure1. Customize the length and duration of this course to suit your learning needs.

Program Pricing: Contact your Channel Partner for more information.
Modality: This course is available via in-classroom (contact

Duration: ILT / 1-2 days I vILT / 1 day

AE/SE for availability), vClassroom, or on-demand.

(6 hours) I On-demand / 2-3 hours
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FlashBlade Support
Pure Storage FlashBlade Support Learning Path
Overview: The FlashBlade Support Course provides support professionals with knowledge, practical experience,
and step-by-step procedures to effectively support Pure Storage arrays.

Course Description: By completing this course you will gain practical knowledge through hands-on learning and
instruction with in-depth explanations that go beyond the basics. Graduates of this course will learn support
terminology, support processes, and develop the knowledge, skills, and abilities required to support Pure products.

Program Pricing: Contact your Channel Partner for more information.
Modality: This course is available via in-classroom (contact

Duration: ILT / 2 days I vILT / 3 days

AE/SE for availability), vClassroom, or *on-demand.

(5 hours per day) I *On-demand / Call

FlashBlade Dark Site Administration
Pure Storage FlashBlade Dark Site Learning Path
Overview: The FlashBlade Dark Site Administration course prepares dark site administrators to configure, monitor,
and troubleshoot an array. The class includes training lectures, videos, and hands-on workshops by Pure training
experts.

Course Description: Dark-site administrators will learn to access privileged troubleshooting tools,
documentation, and elevated permission on FlashBlade. Gain expertise in management, monitoring, and
troubleshooting of arrays without needing to connect them to a public network for Phone Home.

Program Pricing: Contact your Channel Partner for more information.
Modality: This course is available via in-classroom (contact

Duration: ILT / 2 days I vILT / 3 days

AE/SE for availability), vClassroom, or *on-demand.

(5 hours per day) I *On-demand / Call
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Pure Implementation Training
FlashArray Implementation

Pure Storage FlashArray Implementation Learning Path
Overview: The FlashArray Implementation Learning path helps Pure Partner organizations master the skills
required to effectively support Pure FlashArray installations and upgrades at customer sites.

Course Description: Gain practical knowledge through hands-on learning and instruction with in-depth
explanations that go beyond the basics. Benefit from the real-world experience of our instructors in a practical
learning environment that emphasizes open discussion, interaction, and hands-on activities. Graduates of this
course will be proficient CDPs and will be better prepared to support FlashArray installations and upgrades for
customers.

Program Pricing: Contact your Channel Partner for more information
Modality: This course is available via in-classroom (contact

Duration: ILT / 2 days I vILT / 2 days

AE/SE for availability), vClassroom, or *on-demand.

(4 hours per day) I *On-demand / Call

FlashBlade Implementation
Pure Storage FlashBlade Implementation Learning Path
Overview: The FlashBlade Implementation Learning Path helps Pure Partner organizations master the skills
required to effectively support FlashBlade (single and multi-chassis) installations and upgrades at customer sites.

Course Description: Gain practical knowledge through hands-on learning and instruction with in-depth
explanations that go beyond the basics. Benefit from the real-world experience of our instructors in a practical
learning environment that emphasizes open discussion, interaction, and hands-on activities. Graduates will be
proficient CDPs and will be better prepared to support FlashBlade installations and upgrades for customers.

Program Pricing: Contact your Channel Partner for more information
Modality: This course is available via in-classroom (contact

Duration: ILT / 2 days I vILT / 2 days

AE/SE for availability), vClassroom, or *on-demand.

(4 hours per day) I *On-demand / Call
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Portworx Training
Portworx Certified Administrator (PCA)
Overview: The Portworx Certified Administration (PCA) course prepares Kubernetes DevOps administrators to
configure, monitor, and troubleshoot container orchestration. The class includes training lectures, videos, and
hands-on workshops by Pure training experts.

Course Description: The Portworx by Pure Storage Certified Admin course is designed for Kubernetes DevOps
teams that will be admins of the container orchestration and data management platforms. Portworx Certified
Administrator provides a deep dive into advanced Kubernetes concepts that apply to Portworx’s cloud-native
storage. It utilizes a lab environment so that you can practice what you have learned while also preparing you for
the PCA Exam, which is available upon completion of the PCA training.

Program Pricing: Contact your Channel Partner for more information

Modality: This course is available on-demand only.

Duration: 6 hours

Portworx by Pure Storage Fundamentals
Overview: The Portworx by Pure Storage Fundamentals course is designed for Kubernetes DevOps teams that will
be admins of the container orchestration and data management platforms.

Course Description: The Portworx Fundamentals targets a high-level understanding of concepts and utilizes a
lab environment so that you can practice what you have learned while also preparing you for the PCA Exam, which
is available upon completion of the PCA training. This course introduces the fundamentals of Portworx to a beginner
with lectures and hands-on labs that can be accessed on-demand.

Program Pricing: Contact your Channel Partner for more information

Modality: This course is available on-demand only.
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Pure Storage Customer Training Program Terms & Conditions
Updated July 2, 2020
You, as the Customer, by purchasing Pure Storage (“Pure”) Customer Training and Certification Program (“Training Service(s)”) agree to be bound by
these Terms and Conditions as well as the terms contained in the End User Agreement. If you are participating in the Training Services on behalf of a
company or other legal entity, you represent that you have authority to bind such entity to these Terms and Conditions, in which case “you” or “Customer”
shall refer to such entity. These Terms and Conditions are subject to change at any time.
®

1.

Terms of Service. The Terms of Service for the Training Services commences on the date listed on your Purchase Order. Unless otherwise
agreed in writing between Pure and Customer, purchases of Training Services must be solely for Customer’s own internal use and not for
resale, redistribution or service bureau purposes.

2.

Pure’s Responsibility: Pure will, at its sole discretion, determine the number of instructors and the appropriate skill sets necessary to conduct
the training. Customer agrees that the instructor may be an employee or consultant of Pure and/or a Pure service provider.

3.

Customer’s Responsibility: Customer will timely pay all outstanding fees owed to Pure in accordance with the terms of the Purchase Order for
the Training Service.

4.

Rescheduling: Unless otherwise agreed in writing by Pure, all training will occur on the scheduled date as decided between Pure and
Customer. Pure will accommodate up to two (2) Customer requests to reschedule the Training Services within the Term. Pure will not
accommodate rescheduling and will not refund any fees paid by Customer if the Customer seeks to reschedule more than two (2) times.

5.

a.

For Instructor-Led Training (In-Person), Customer may request to transfer their Training to another available date up to 14 full
calendar days prior to the start of the course for which they are scheduled.

b.

For Virtual Instructor-Led Training, Customer may request to transfer their Training to another available date up to 7 full calendar
days prior to the start of the course for which they are scheduled.

c.

Should Pure need to reschedule a Training, Pure will use reasonable efforts to give Customer advance notice and will work with the
Customer to schedule a new Training date, irrespective of whether the new Training date is after the expiration of the Term.

Cancellation: Cancellation must be communicated in writing between the Customer and Pure and will not result in a rescheduling of the
Training.
a.

Pure will not refund any fees paid by Customer if the Customer cancels the Training Service for any reason.

b.

If Pure cancels the Training, Pure will refund Customer’s associated pre-paid training fees. The refund will be Customer’s only
recourse in the event of Pure’s cancellation.

c.

Pure may refuse to provide Training Service if, in its reasonable opinion, providing the Training Service will create an unreasonable
risk to Pure or Pure’s Service providers or if any requested service is beyond the scope of Training Service. Pure is not liable for any
failure or delay in performance due to any cause beyond its control, including Customer’s failure to comply with its obligations under
this Training Service.

d.

Pure may cancel this Training Service at any time, without refund to the Customer, during the Term for any of the following reasons:
i.

Customer fails to pay the total price for the Training Service in accordance with the invoice terms;

ii.

Customer is abusive, threatening, or refuses to cooperate with the Pure representative that is arranging, scheduling, or
providing Training Service; or

iii.

Customer fails to abide by all of the terms and conditions set forth in the Training service.

iv.

In the event that Pure cancels the Training Service under this section, Pure will send Customer an electronic written
notice of cancellation. The notice will include the reason for cancellation and the effective date of cancellation, unless
local law requires other cancellation provisions that may not vary by agreement.

6.

Assignment and Subcontracting. Pure may subcontract the Training Service and/or assign the Training Service to qualified third party service
providers who will perform the Training Service on Pure's behalf.

7.

Geographic Limitations and Relocation. The Training Service is not available at all locations. Training Service options, including service levels
will vary by geography and certain options may not be available for purchase in Customer’s location, so please contact your sales
representative for these details.

8.

Web-Based Elements. Pure shall not be liable to Customer for any interruptions or delays in receiving or transmitting data in connection with
any web-based elements of the Training Services.

9.

Training Materials. Pure will provide training materials, which may consist of course documentation, guidelines, instructional materials such as
workbooks, manuals or audio materials, or computer-based training. All training materials provided by Pure in any form, whether printed or
electronic, are the copyrighted works of the original content provider. Training materials are for the sole use of the participant enrolled in the
training course, and may not be used by any other person, reproduced, distributed or modified without Pure’s express written permission.

10.

Intellectual Property: The content of Pure’s Training Services is Pure’s intellectual property. Pure retains all rights, title, and interest in and to
all Training Services materials, Pure confidential information and related information and all copyrights, patent rights, trademark rights, and
other proprietary rights therein.

11.

Confidentiality: You must maintain the confidentiality of any Pure confidential information received during a Training Service. You must not
reproduce copyrighted software, documentation, or other materials unless given written authorization to do so from Pure.

12.

Exclusions: Any services, tasks or activities other than those specifically noted in the Training Service Description, your Purchase Order Form,
and any training not listed on Pure’s website.

13.

Warranty: Pure does not confer on Customer any warranties which are in addition to the warranties provided under the terms of the End User
Agreement
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Additional Resources
• Learn more by visiting support.purestorage.com/education
• Please contact your Channel Partner for more information on pricing and AE/SE for how to schedule an instructor-led.

Please contact your Channel Partner for education pricing information.
For all other questions, contact your AE/SE.

©2020 Pure Storage, the Pure P Logo, and the marks on the Pure Trademark List at https://www.purestorage.com/legal/productenduserinfo.html are trademarks of
Pure Storage, Inc. Other names are trademarks of their respective owners. Use of Pure Storage Products and Programs are covered by End User Agreements, IP,
and other terms, available at: https://www.purestorage.com/legal/productenduserinfo.html and https://www.purestorage.com/patents
The Pure Storage products and programs described in this documentation are distributed under a license agreement restricting the use, copying, distribution, and
decompilation/reverse engineering of the products. No part of this documentation may be reproduced in any form by any means without prior written authorization
from Pure Storage, Inc. and its licensors, if any. Pure Storage may make improvements and/or changes in the Pure Storage products and/or the programs described
in this documentation at any time without notice.
THIS DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE DISCLAIMED, EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT THAT SUCH
DISCLAIMERS ARE HELD TO BE LEGALLY INVALID. PURE STORAGE SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES IN CONNECTION
WITH THE FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENTATION IS SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
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